We envision a world made environmentally friendly through global adoption and growth of the sharing and
circular economies. A world in which the lifespan of electronics is extended to the point where mining waste
and landfills are a thing of the past.
The Problem

The Solution: Blockchain

Sedo-amazom group has a few ecommerce
businesses selling online goods and services as:
www.montecristo.online
www.luxurybrands.store



Building Trust in a Trustless Environment



Eliminating the Risk of Frauds and Scams



Reducing Transaction Costs and Time



Tracking Product Movement

www.kitmybag.com
www.fosterdomain.com
We offering goods for ecommerce for our currency
which is Jupiter.
We having stock from main online players on the
net as Ali-express, Alibaba, DX, Amazon, Ebay,
Etsy and others.
We have a good volume of sales each day.
We can estimate our brand evaluation in digital
currency as 300000000 Jupiters.

Sedo-Amazom Group eSolutions: Supporting a Sustainable Future
Sedo-Amazom Group eSolutions aims to create a “green” global marketplace for consumer goods. The
company sells those goods at discounted rate online. The entire business process is managed by Jupiter Digital.
Centralized and decentralized platforms create the Sedo-Amazom Group eSolutions hybrid ecommerce
ecosystem and focused on selling, while Jupiter Digital is a decentralized P2P buy-and-sell platform.
★

Launched April 2018.
.

★
★

Exclusive partnership with Doba, AliExpress, Amazon, Ebay
Overseas support

The Jupiter token is exciting not only in that it can be used on the Sedo-Amazom Group eSolutions
marketplace, but also because of the buyback and burn model employed in conjunction with a very generous
value protection mechanism. Just another way we can say thank you to our supporters.
Token Offering
Token symbol: Jupiter
Token Usage: Tokens can be used in ecosystem for services
and products.
Token users receive a 5% token-back reward on purchases at
the end of every month.
Maximum supply: 300000000 with unsold tokens burned. Token
Price: 1ETH = 10,000 JUP Tokens (0.0001 ETH per token).
Minimum Purchase: .1 JUP Hardcap: 20,000 ETH Special Notes
on the JUP Token:
*Market Buyback: 20% quarterly profit used on quarterly buyback with 50%
burned.

Offer Schedule
ICO: 10th June 2018 to 10th September 2018

ICO Bonus Structure
0.1 to 49 ETH = 20% bonus 50 to 99 ETH = 25%
bonus 100 to 249 ETH = 30% bonus 250 to 499 ETH =
35% bonus 500 to 999 ETH = 40% bonus 1000 to 2499
ETH = 45% bonus 2500 ETH and above = 50% bonus ■
Additional bonus: if you contribute to both SedoAmazom Group eSolutions andJupiter Digital ICOs, you
will receive a 5% token bonus on your contribution from
both parties.

Token Utility
For listings services (applicable on suppliers).
Upgraded services, such as accreditation of verified and /or featured suppliers.
Jupiter tokens can be used on Sedo-Amazom Group eSolutions sites for purchases. The redeem value of each JUP token in
the marketplace will be current token market price (according to coinmarketcap.com).
Note: a 5% token-back reward on purchases will be issued at the end of each month.

Market Buyback and Burn Model
20% (for total) of Sedo-Amazom Group eSolutions‟ quarterly profits will be used to buy back Jupiter issued tokens from the market and „burn‟
at least 50% of them.
Sedo-Amazom Group eSolutions offers a Buyback and Burn value disbursement method, which is both efficient and transparent, and which will
not be considered as securities according to regulators, there by not subject itself to government interference.
Sedo-Amazom Group eSolution will systematically buy Jupiter Tokens on exchanges and “Burn” them. “Burn” means that purchased tokens
will be taken off the market permanently, resulting in a decreased total number of Jupiter Tokens, thereby increasing the value of remaining
JupiterTokens over time.

Sedo-Amazom Group eSolutions

